
Y12 Literature Lessons T2 Week 3 
T2 
Week 3 
Lessons 
1&2 

Learning Intention: To finalise my review of The Cat's Table and complete my learning resource for the 
class. To demonstrate that I have read and taken notes on the novel. To develop a learning plan based on 
my reflections from reading the textbook. To learn about how Eliot uses character in 'The Wasteland.' 
Success Criteria: I can… 
 Complete and submit my review and learning resource. 
 Show EDMOB my notes on the novel 
 Develop a clear learning plan for this unit based on the recommended knowledge in the textbook 
 Recognise the different characters in the first two parts of 'The Wasteland.' 

  Time to develop a learning plan! 
 Using the notes you took on the chapter and some discussion compile your top 10 things to learn 

about 
 Include some strategies you could use to learn these things 
 Be clear about what you need to focus on 

  
Complete your review 
 If already complete, conference with me 

  
Complete and submit your learning resource 
 Be sure to send me a link 

  
'The Wasteland' and its use of character 
 Who are they? 
 What do they experience? 
 What does this tell us? 

  
PREP -  
 Write a short reflection on the characters in parts 1&2 of 'The Wasteland' 
 Compile your list of quotes from The Cat's Table in some way 
 Read 2 provided reviews and briefly discuss similarities, differences and your own opinion. 
 http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/books/reviews/the-cats-table-by-michael-

ondaatje-2343705.html 
 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/books/bookreviews/8735345/The-Cats-Table-by-Michael-

Ondaatje-review.html 
 Extension - preread this 

http://www.ndsu.edu/pubweb/~cinichol/CreativeWriting/323/MagicalRealismDefined.htm  

Lesson 
5 

Learning Intention: To develop our understanding of great use of quotes. 
Success Criteria: I can… 
 Read and assess use of quotes by 'credible' writers. 

  Read sample 1 - http://arts.nationalpost.com/2011/09/02/open-book-the-cats-table-by-michael-ondaatje/ 
 Identify where quotes are used extremely effectively to add meaning 
 Identify where quotes are used acceptably 
 Identify where they are not worth using 

Read sample 2 - http://www.buriedinprint.com/?p=4658 
 Compare and contrast these reviewers' use of quotes 
 Which do you prefer? Why? Refer directly to each review. 

  
PREP 
 Finish your review and get it to me before Thursday!! 
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